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Your new focusing screen is not identical to your old one.  In most older cameras the screen 

is made of glass, polished on top and frosted on the bottom... sometimes with a plastic 

Fresnel plate underneath to brighten the corners.  In your new screen, the frosted focusing 

surface and the grooved Fresnel lens are provided on opposite sides of the same piece.  In 

addition, a split image rangefinder spot is molded into the frosted side.  Please note that 

the rangefinder spot is designed to be viewed directly on axis, with one eye.... it is most 

effective when viewed through the focusing magnifier. 

 

The screen is designed to be installed frosted side down, with the Fresnel rings on the top 

surface.  It is 1.2mm thick, about the same as the glass screens that I have found in most 

TLR cameras.  If you install it frosted side down, the location of the frosted focusing 

surface will be nearly identical to the location of this surface in your original screen, and 

there is a good chance that you may not have to readjust for correct focus after changing 

screens.  In case you do find you have to readjust focus, I have included notes on how to 

make the adjustment. 

 

The Fresnel rings in this screen are very fine, and I have not found them to be a distraction 

when focusing in the frosted field of the screen.  If you find them objectionable, it is 

possible to install the screen frosted side up, which will create a very smooth focusing 

surface with no visible rings in the field.  However, this will definitely require that you 

readjust focus since you will have relocated the focusing surface of the screen.  Personally, 

I have not found this to be worth the trouble for the amount of benefit you get, but it can 

be done. 

 

In any case, don’t worry about focus adjustment until the new screen is installed; just verify 

before starting that your camera focuses correctly with its existing screen. 

 

Notes for TLRs: 

To remove your existing screen in most TLRs, first you need to remove the finder hood by 

taking out 4 screws on top of the camera.  You generally can’t get a perfectly straight line 

on these screws, so use care and make sure your screwdriver is a good fit and in good 

condition.  Once the hood is off, the screen can be removed from below by removing two 

spring clips.  Just depress the center of the clip and pull it slightly away from the side wall 

to clear the little hook it’s engaged in.  In some cameras, there are other complications: 

hood springs that need to be removed for clearance, or parallax correction linkage that 

must be disconnected to remove the hood.  I have included notes on these in the sketches 

for the models that I’m aware of. 

 

While the hood is off, you should take the opportunity to clean the mirror and the rear 

surface of the viewing lens, both of which will undoubtedly be very hazy and dirty.  First 

blow off loose dust, then brush with a very soft brush.  Most mirrors can be safely cleaned 

with a lens tissue moistened with camera lens cleaner, but in older cameras check on an 

upper corner before trying to clean the entire mirror.  If you can’t safely clean it, don’t go 



farther than the soft brush.  Clean the rear surface of the lens just as you would the front, 

with lens cleaner and a lens tissue. 

 

Install the new screen in place of the old one, frosted side towards the mirror, using the 

original clips.  If there was a Fresnel plate under the original screen, you no longer need it; 

your new screen replaces both parts.  The clips will still work with the one-piece screen.   

 

Set the hood back in place and reinstall the 4 hood screws.  Check focus by setting the 

focus dial to infinity and sighting on a distant object.  If the focus appears correct, then 

you’re okay.  If you need to make a focus adjustment, there are 2 possibilities: the right 

way and the easy way; both work.  The right way is to readjust the viewing lens to match the 

new screen position.  I have included notes on how to do this for the cameras I’m familiar 

with. 

 

In most cameras this requires some amount of disassembly of the front panel, which you 

may not want to do.  You may also prefer not to do this if you’re considering changing back 

to your original screen and don’t want to disturb the settings.  In this case, you can adjust 

the screen by shimming to shift its position.  You will either place shims between the screen 

and the hood to lower it, or between the hood and the camera body to raise it. 

 If the viewfinder focuses past infinity, shim under the hood between the screws on 

either side to raise the screen until it reads correctly. 

 If the viewfinder fails to reach infinity, remove the screen and insert shims 

between the screen and the hood, directly above the spring clips, to lower the 

screen until it reads correctly. 

 The depth of focus of an 80mm lens at f/3.5 is about ±0.2mm, so you need to be 

able to control at least to this precision.  A piece of “Dymo” plastic label tape is 

about 0.2mm thick, so this is a handy material to use for a shim; for finer control 

you can add a thinner tape or adhesive backed paper.  The adhesive backing is very 

helpful in keeping things under control. (where appropriate I am enclosing a couple 

of small pieces of Dymo label tape with the screen, just in case you decide you'd like 

to do it this way) 

 Note:  Shimming will NOT be an adequate method if you have decided to install the 

screen frosted side up.  For that there is no option but to readjust the viewing lens 

for the new screen position. 

 

Notes for Praktisix and Pentacon Six SLR:  The installation process is different and 

simpler than the process for TLRs described above.  If the screen is installed frosted 

side down, focus adjustment is not necessary.   

 I have provided a spacer to be placed under the front center retaining clip; this 

spacer MUST be used.   Be sure that there is no downward pressure at the 

front corners of the screen, as there is no support under the screen at these 

locations in this camera.  

 Focus adjustment WILL be necessary if you have decided to install the screen 

frosted side up.  Use the adjustment screws under the screen for this purpose. 

 Refer to the installation sketches provided for more details.  

 



Once your new screen is in and your focus is correct, you’re ready to load some film and go 

see how you like it!  I hope you do.... thanks very much for giving it a try. 

 

WHICH SIDE IS WHICH? 

 

 

 

These images are to help you tell the Frosted (Matte) side from the Fresnel side. 

 

 

 


